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artists took part, she argued, in order to establish Jews as a "people among peoples" in the
multi-ethnic, multi-national setting of the camps, even at the risk of participating in their
own racialization.
In the final session, Andre Gingrich (University of Vienna) provided a masterful set
of closing remarks. He pointed out that there appeared to be stronger continuities in the
social and cultural anthropological traditions of the "victors" in World War I, or at least
among those who could claim not to have lost. In the anthropology of the defeated
countries, now robbed of their colonial peripheries, ideological and institutional change was
more common, as was a "tum inward" that focused ethnographic energies upon one's own
nation (.Yolkskunde). He further suggested that the papers had demonstrated the importance
of colonial rhetoric in wartime anthropology, as well as the significance of domestic political
contexts in explaining developments within the anthropological disciplines. In his view, the
wartime POW studies often led to methodological and conceptual crisis, particularly because
theywere an attempt to gain scientific respectability made by a young generation of
anthropologists. Much of the work in the camps, he suggested, foreshadowed the racist turn
in German anthropology in the 1920s. Overall, the sessions in Tiibingen demonstrated that
the study of anthropology in wartime is an exciting new area for scholarly inquiry, providing
a particularly useful prism through which scholars from disparate fields can view the national
and imperial experiences that helped shape twentieth-century Europe.
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